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Filters For Digital Photography
Heliopan
Publishes papers reporting on research and
development in optical science and engineering and the
practical applications of known optical science,
engineering, and technology.
The Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600D is a powerful camera
packed with new features. Covering every button, menu,
and setting on your new Canon EOS Rebel T3i, the
Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600DDigital Field Guide can help
you to achieve the most with your new camera. Chapter
1: Setting Up the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This chapter
identifies every button, dial, and indicator on your
camera and walks you through setting up your Canon
T3i for immediate use. Chapter 2: Controlling Exposure
and Focus: This chapter teaches you how each of your
camera’s modes functions, from fully automatic to the
daunting manual mode. It also covers how to adjust key
exposure settings such as ISO, shutter speed, and
aperture. Chapter 3: Getting Great Color and Adding
Creative Effects- Within this chapter, you’ll discover how
properly adjust white balance, change color space, or
apply creative filter effects in camera. Chapter 4:
Customizing the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This section will
teach you to personalize your camera by customizing
key features such as exposure or autofocus to fit your
personal preferences. Chapter 5: Shooting with a Live
View on the LCD- This chapter covers how to set up,
work, and shoot in live view. Chapter 6: Using Movie
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Mode- Chapter 6 covers how to get the most of your
movie mode by knowing some of the basics like
recording and playing back your videos. Chapter 7:
Working with Flash- This chapter explores your flash
options from shooting with the built-in flash, modifying
flash exposure, shooting with a speedlite, or using a
wireless flash, and much more. Chapter 8: Exploring
Lenses and Accessories- Chapter 8 offers key advice on
choosing the best lenses and accessories for your
Canon T3i, including recommendations for a variety of
budgets and skill-levels. Chapter 9: The Elements of
Exposure and Composition- This chapter gives a primer
on the fundamentals of exposure and composition to
help you take the best possible photos now that you
know how to make all necessary adjustments to your
camera settings. Appendix- How to Use the Gray Card
and Color Checker- A bonus gray card and color checker
are provided to help you get the color right on every shot.
This appendix teaches you how to make the most of this
great add-on. The Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600DDigital
Field Guide is a friendly, efficient, clearly-illustrated guide
that will enable you to confidently capture beautiful
images with your new Canon EOS Rebel T3i.
Most amateurs dream of taking professional-quality
portraits; Steve Sint can show them how. After shooting
over a million portraits, he has a wealth of knowledge to
share, on everything from the basics of good
composition to the fine details of advanced lighting
techniques. Sint simply delivers a complete course in
digital portrait photography: he discusses set-ups and
backdrops; the most flattering ways to pose both
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individuals and groups; tips on making the sessions fun
and comfortable for everyone; and insider info on using
electronic flash, both indoors and out. For those hoping
to go pro, an entire chapter offers all the nuts and bolts
information needed to turn your passion into a career!
Whether the reader is looking to improve their lighting skills,
or they're working with ambient light in a studio, this book
offers practical guidance, advice on equipment and
theoretical background, and covers a wide range of
techniques -- from basic principles and what equipment to
use to advanced lighting setups. Illustrated with examples,
diagrams, and before and after comparisons.
Explores how to capture ultraviolet light in digital
photography, covering such topics as lens and filter selection,
focus and exposure techniques, and post-production
techniques designed to enhance ultraviolet photographs.
Karen Dorame teaches you what you need to know to get
started in color and black & white IR capture, showing you
how to test your camera for its suitability to IR conversion,
detailing the process, and discussing the costs involved.
You’ll learn to select and use filters for enhanced effects and
will discover the way that various lenses will impact the way
your IR images are rendered. Next, you’ll delve into the heart
of the matter—you’ll learn how to anticipate the way the light
will impact your imagery, how various surfaces will be
rendered in IR, and you will discover special post-processing
strategies designed to maximize the impact of your IR
images. Finally, Dorame treats you to a look at the boundarypushing work being done by other IR practitioners in the field,
providing tips and inspiration that will help you take your work
to the next level.
Fully revised and updated! Full-color guide to capturing great
wedding images and building a successful photography
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business This full-color book from acclaimed professional
wedding photographer Glen Johnson not only teaches you
how to take memorable photos, it also shows you how to start
a wedding photography business. Packed with great tips and
savvy advice, this new edition helps you set up efficient
workflows, choose camera equipment, manipulate images,
make impressive presentations, and launch smart, photobased marketing strategies to build your business. Best of all,
it's loaded with new, superb photos that illustrate photography
techniques. Shows you how to set up and capture beautiful
photos, posed or candid, in all kinds of settings, for weddings
and other special events Offers practical marketing strategies
for building your own photography business, including how to
build a fantastic Web site that attracts clients Covers current
camera equipment and accessories, post-shoot digital
darkroom techniques, digital editing software, and how to
print your images successfully Gives you invaluable insights
and tips from the author, who is one of the country's top
wedding and special events photographers Capture better
pictures of some of life's most memorable events—and build a
sucessful photography business—with this indispensable
guide!
Introduction to Crime Scene Photography acquaints the
reader with the essentials of basic crime scene photography
techniques. It looks at the concepts related to composition
and relates them to the types of photographs captured by
crime scene photographers. It explains how to capture
images based on the exposure settings chosen to produce
the effect desired. It considers the techniques used needed to
control and maximize Depth of Field (DOF), and reviews how
the different lenses will affect an image. Organized into seven
chapters, the book begins with an overview of crime scene
photography and composition, including the three cardinal
rules of good photography. It then proceeds with a discussion
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of the benefits of bounce flash and how to utilize this
technique to properly compose the subject of interest. It also
explains how to capture any image necessary at the crime
scene by combining the concepts of composition, nonflash
exposure, DOF, flash exposure, and the use of various types
of lenses. In addition, the reader is introduced to various
energy sources and filters, digital processing of evidentiary
photography, and legal issues related to photographs and
digital images. Examples and illustrations are provided
throughout to demonstrate how the concepts examined tend
to form a sort of symbiotic relationship. This text will benefit
scene investigators and photographers, forensic consultants,
forensic scientists, undergraduate students in forensic and/or
criminal justice programs, law enforcement professionals, and
anyone who wants to acquire the skills needed to be a
successful crime scene photographer. Contains over 350 highquality 4-color images Rules of Thumb are included to
highlight key concepts
Featuring an 18.0 megapixel CMOS sensor and DIGIC 4
image processor for high image quality and speed, ISO
100-6400 for shooting from bright to dim light, and many more
great features, the Canon EOS Rebel T2i brings professional
features into an entry-level digital SLR. The Canon EOS
Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide will teach you how to get
the most out of these impressive features so you can improve
your photography skills. CHAPTER 1: Setting Up the EOS
Rebel T2i/550D. – This chapter will help you set up your T2i
so you can get the best image quality from your Canon T2i. It
will also cover different ways to review your images and
protect them from accidental deletion. CHAPTER 2:
Controlling Exposure and Focus. – Learn about the different
types of shooting modes on your T2i, as well as image
exposure and how to modify it for individual shooting
scenarios. CHAPTER 3: Getting Great Color. – This chapter
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explores the concepts of light and color, and teaches you how
to select a white balance and picture style on your T2i for
maximum color rendering. CHAPTER 4: Customizing the
EOS Rebel T2i/550D. – Learn how to set up your T2i for
common and uncommon shooting situations. CHAPTER 5:
Shooting in Live View and Tethered. – This chapter explains
the T2i’s Live View feature and how to shoot tethered to a
computer. CHAPTER 6: Using Movie Mode. – A great starting
point for any photographer to explore the world of digital
video with the T2i, this chapter will teach you how to shoot
and playback video on the T2i. CHAPTER 7: Using Flash. –
This chapter explores flash technology, and how to use the
T2i’s on board flash and menu options for the built-in flash
and for EX-Series Speedlites. CHAPTER 8: Exploring Canon
Lenses and Accessories. This chapter covers popular T2i
lenses and how they impact the images you capture with your
T2i. CHAPTER 9: The Elements of Exposure and
Composition. – Learn how aperture, shutter speed, and ISO
affect your images, and how they work together to determine
exposure. This chapter also covers the basics of composing
images with your T2i. CHAPTER 10: Event and Action
Photography. – Learn how to capture action in your images,
plus some tips and tricks for general event photography,
including how to capture great photos in low lighting.
CHAPTER 11: Nature and Landscape Photography. – This
chapter explores how to approach shooting nature and
landscape images with your T2i. CHAPTER 12: Portrait
Photography. – Learn how to set up the T2i for portrait
shooting, plus information on choosing backgrounds, lighting,
and other tips and tricks for taking great portraits. APPENDIX
A: Exploring RAW Capture. – This chapter contains an
overview of RAW capture as well as a brief walk-through on
converting RAW images into a final image. APPENDIX B:
How to Use the Gray and Color Checker cards. – Learn how
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to produce photos with accurate color and exposure with
these free-inside-the-book tools. A full-color, portable-trim
book with beautiful photography for photographers on the go,
the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide includes
a free Grey/Color checker card to help you achieve accurate
white balance and color. With the Canon EOS Rebel
T2i/550D Digital Field Guide, you will gain a thorough
understanding of the T2i dSLR, as well as the basic
fundamentals of capturing the best possible photos.

Learn to use every feature of your Canon T3/1100D
and get great shots every time Digital Field Guides
offer step-by-step information about digital camera
controls as well as tips and techniques for getting
great photos in various common situations. This
handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera bag,
explains how to use every button, dial, and setting
on your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers using the
improved HD video features, and in-camera movie
editing options. Illustrated with the author's
outstanding photos, the book provides recipes for
getting the photo you want in any environment. The
EOS Rebel T3/1100D is Canon's newest entry-level
dSLR camera, offering a streamlined and simplified
experience for new dSLR users This book explains
every camera control, showing you how to use all
the buttons, dials, and settings Cover the exciting
new HD video features and offers suggestions for
getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take
this guide along whenever you use your camera
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Includes a gray card and color checker card used to
maintain accurate color and white balance New
dSLR camera users will get up to speed quickly with
the easy-to-follow guidance in this handy field guide.
Popular PhotographyPopular PhotographyThe
Advanced Digital Photographer's
WorkbookProfessionals Creating and Outputting
World-Class ImagesCRC Press
Architectural photography is more than simply
choosing a subject and pressing the shutter-release
button; it’s more than just documenting a project. An
architectural photograph shows the form and appeal
of a building far better than any other medium. With
the advent of the digital photographic workflow,
architects, real estate firms, and interior designers
are discovering exciting new opportunities to present
and market their work. But what are the ingredients
for a successful architectural photograph? What
equipment do you need? How can you improve your
images in the digital darkroom? Why does a building
look different in reality than it does in a photograph?
In this book you will find the answers to these
questions and much more. Author Adrian Schulz—an
architect and photographer by training—uses realworld projects to teach you how to: • Capture
outstanding images of buildings, inside and out •
Choose the right equipment and use it effectively •
Compose architectural shots • Work with ambient
and artificial light • Process images in an efficient
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workflow based on Adobe Photoshop and other tools
This book is a step-by-step guide to architectural
photography for both the aspiring amateur
photographer interested in architectural photography
and the professional photographer who wants to
expand his skills in this domain. Moreover, architects
themselves will find this book motivating and
inspiring. This third edition has been extensively
revised and includes nearly 100 new images and
illustrations. Updates include information on
topics such as: - Photographic technology,
including digital cameras, lens quality and
construction, and large format cameras - Shooting
techniques - The real life of a professional
architectural photographer - Traveling - Analog to
digital shooting - Stadium photography - Image
Processing, including screenshots from the latest
image-processing software such as Adobe
Photoshop CC With this book, you’ll learn a variety
of creative tips, tricks, and guidelines for making the
perfect architectural image.
Langford's Advanced Photography is the only
advanced photography guide a serious student or
aspiring professional will ever need. In this eighth
edition, Efthimia Bilissi continues in the footsteps of
Michael Langford by combining an unrivalled level of
technical detail with a straightforward writing style
while simultaneously bringing the text firmly in to the
digital era. This book covers the entire photographic
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process from a technical standpoint - not only
detailing the 'how' but also explaining the 'why' that
is so often missing from photography texts. From the
workings of cameras, lenses, digital imaging sensors
and software to new hot topics such as HDR
imaging, digital asset management, and even
running your own photography business, everything
a serious photographer could need to extend their
art into professional realms is covered. The book
also benefits from a full glossary, charts and
inspirational full color images throughout, with
summaries and projects at the end of each chapter
to reinforce the theory.
Explains the science behind traditional photography,
as well as photos taken with a digital camera,
exploring such topics as lenses, resolution, color,
image quality and more, in a book that also covers
the history of photography. Original.
THE ADVANCED DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHER'S
WORKBOOK is packed full of real-world yet
incredibly practical and effective solutions to move
digital photographers to a new level of performance.
Contributors include twelve world-class professional
digital photographers who share their tips and tricks.
The authors provide details to move you beyond the
basics of capture, processing and output to more
sophisticated workflow functions and techniques that
will help you create world-class images. They cover
rigorous yet easy-to-understand approaches to:
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capture a great image in black-and-white and color,
correct color, calibrate and set up systems properly,
creatively manipulate and enhance the image, and
produce an excellent print or output of the image.
Contributors: Steve Anchell, Stephen Burns, Yvonne
Butler, Eric Cheng, Joe Farace, Lou Jones, Rick
Sammon, George Schaub, Jeremy Sutton, Tony
Sweet, Taz Tally, Eddie Tapp
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